By: Leanne Davis, Public Awareness Committee and Gail Dekreon, Governor-Elect

HOW TO BUILD YOUR WEBSITE ON WORDPRESS
1. Begin by typing www.wordpress.com into your URL, this is what you will see:
2. Go to the top right and click on “Get Started”
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3. Next is a page titled “Let’s Get Started”. It has four blocks on it which are
template options. The second one is the best, so click on it to get started.
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4. From here, the option is to “Choose a Theme”. The theme called “Gateway” is
recommended because it is the easiest one to work with and similar to the websites for
the Sierra Pacific Region and Soroptimist International of the Americas

5. It will take you to a page called “Lets Find a Domain”. If you already have a
previous website, than you already have a “domain” name, such as
www.sierrapacificregion.org.
If you don’t have a website yet, then you need to create a “domain name”.
Those who already have a domain name will create a domain name, which is their
current domain name and wordpress will add “wordpress.com” to the end of your
current or new domain name.
Example:
Name: sierrapacificregion + Domain: .wordpress.com=
www.sierrapacificregion.wordpress.com
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NOTE: See the button that says “already have a domain”. It is best to not use
this button. Wait until you are done creating your website before bringing your
current domain into the wordpress website.
So…type in the name that you desire. This ultimately will be the name people will
use to find your club website.
Don’t be afraid to use the free domain of .wordpress.com because the .wordpress part
will disappear when you launch your club website.
Now click “select”.

6.
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6. You are automatically re-directed to the subscription plans. Choose the free one to
get started. You can pay for a different plan when you are ready to launch for the
website. Click the first option on the left for the free trial.
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7. The next page asks you to “create your account”. You will be required to fill in
the following fields: your email address, your username (which is your domain
name), and a password which you will make up. (NOTE: DON’T FORGET TO
WRITE DOWN YOUR PASSWORD SOMEWHERE).

8. Congratulations! You’re almost
“done”;
click “continue”
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9. Wordpress has an automatic tutorial at this stage. On the left side is a column
which is the control panel. The list on this control panel has various functions that
will help you build your website. Let’s review them one by one:

o “STATS”, the first category, is where you see how your website is
performing: how may views, how many interactions by people looking at
it; people commenting on it or clicking it to view other pages. This is great
for tracking after you issue your club’s press releases.
o “PLAN”, the second category, shows whether you have a paid plan or a
free one, as well as available subscription upgrades.
o “PUBLISH” is the third category on the control list; It has two sections of
its own:
i. “BLOG POSTS” you can utilize for news updates or press
releases.
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ii. “PAGES” these are your website sections like “About Us” or
“How to Join”. They may be drop down menus with lists of stuff.
They are called “PAGES”. This section is where you can edit
things on your website, like add photos or content.
o “PERSONALIZE” is the fourth category, which is split into two sections
itself:
i. “THEMES”: This is your window dressing, how your website will
look. You can change fonts, colors, photos for the background
images.
ii. “MENUS”: this is your table of contents. This is when you set up
your “Pages” and their subsections for the drop down menus. For
example “Awards with drop downs for “Live Your Dream”,
“DIBI”, “MEG” and club scholarships.

o “CONFIGURE” is the fifth category. The only thing your will ever need
to use here is the “Domains” at the very end. When you are ready to
launch your website you will put in your real domain name and choose a
subscriptions plan if you want.
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But…if you need to know what the other things are:
o “People” allows you to send an email blast inviting people to look at
your website.
o “Plug ins” are additional tools your can download and pay for extra
features.
o “Sharing” allows you to connect your website to your club’s other
social media, like Facebook or Instagram.

10. Now that we have reviewed the tutorial, we can go back and start with the
“Menus”. It shows you a Table of Contents. Where ever “pencil” graphic
appears, it means you can edit. (ie: such as change the current title “Primary” to
“Website” or whatever name you choose.)

This is wordpress’ automatic format.
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You can move, delete or add things in the Table of Contents by clicking on it and
dragging it to the place you want or using the add button (+) to make a new name or
new header in the Table of Contents. This actually creates a “page”; that is why there
is a picture of a document next to the name.

When you are done click “SAVE”.
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11. Once your Table of Content is saved, go to “Pages” in the “Publish” section and
open each individual page (or titled section). Now you can write content and put
in photos.

Just click on the name of the page to start working on it. You will see the “pencil”
graphic, click on it to start working on the pages. It allows you to change the photo
and write text. The content you will be writing is the same as writing a Word
document.
When you are done HIT THE UPDATE BUTTON IN THE LEFT COLUMN or you
will lose your work.
To review and preview your website, click on the name of your website at the top left
column that has a home or globe icon; it will show you what your website will look
like to the public.
If all of it is ready, then you can launch your website.
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12. Go to “Domains” under the “Configure” section in the left column and click on it;
then enter your current or new domain name.

When you already have a website, enter that name. Wordpress will ask if you want to
“map it”. “Map it’ means that wordpress will update your current website so it shows
only the new website to the public; it will “delete” the old one. It takes approximately 48
hours to update.
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